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Objective

To obtain employment with a reputable company where skills and experience will be an asset to 
the company and the industry, while continuing to further my knowledge, skills and abilities.

Skills

Rigging, Risk Management.

Work Experience

Fabrication Foreman
ABC Corporation  2005 – October 2007 
 Contracted company that fabricated and built the MRAP vehicle for Soldiers in Iraq.
 In charge of a sixteen man crew, while continuing to fulfill regular responsibility of fabricating.
 Kept materials in shop via bridge crane and lull lift, keep time log for payroll, and maintain a 

safe work environment for fellow workers.
 Assembled the trucks from the ground up.
 Consisted of mig and stick welding, equipment inspection and material handling.
 Preformed many different services at LaFarge, Giant, and Holcum cement plants in Holy Hill, 

SC; services such as conveyor repairs, miscellaneous fabrication, and several other 
maintenance tasks.

 Kept a safe and productive environment was not always the easiest task, but as a team we 
made both safety and production top of all tasks and were successful.

Fabrication Foreman
Delta Corporation   –  
 Prepare BOM and list of raw material required as per the fabrication drawings
 Prepare necessary cutting plan for both fabrication and machining
 Coordination with Purchase Department for procurement of RM, hardware and other items as 

per the BOM by following the company systems &amp; procedures
 Coordination and follow up with outside vendors for outsourced components, which cannot be

produced in house
 Plan and arrange the resources &amp; accessories needed like welding fixtures, drilling jigs, 

templates etc.
 Plan and arrange consumables needed for gas cutting, welding, shot blasting, painting, 

cutters / blades needed for different machines / powered tools, coolants etc.
 Manage and guide fabrication team involving fitters, welders, helpers etc.

Education

Diploma In Advanced Welding Technology - 1990(Tech Area Technical Institute - New Iberia, LA)
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